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About This Game

Swipecart is a physics powered mine cart racing game that rewards patience and skill. It combines vehicle physics with clever
and challenging level design. Compete for the fastest times on each track and earn money to customize your avatar.

Steam achievements, leaderboards, trading cards, and community integration included.

Key Features:

60 official tracks spread across 3 deadly mountains

Over a hundred different avatar clothing options with collectable sets

In game track editor that allows you to upload and share your own levels*
*Steam Workshop integration planned

Use special abilities to control your cart's orientation and speed

Cross platform syncing; play any of the mobile versions and sync up your profile to continue playing

Feel like the game is more suited to mobile?
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Then try it out on your phone or tablet!

Swipecart on iTunes App Store
Swipecart on Google Play store

Sync between any version! Play from your computer chair and then hop on the bus and keep on rolling! Please cart responsibly.

Trading cards now available!
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Title: Swipecart
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing
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Micro Factory Games
Publisher:
Micro Factory Games
Release Date: 8 May, 2014
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this game is good but the mouse controll is a bit weird to get used to 7\/10. Really needs a UI fix. It\u00b4s pretty messy. Maybe
an option to rezise it to be smaller. Otherwise a pretty need cheap game.. This game was clearly designed for iPhone and
Android, and while this may be a problem for some, after getting used to the controls, I found it strange, using a mouse, yet ok. I
will remake this review when I have played more of this game, and for now I recommend it.. "Swipecart" is a superfun
r\u00e9tro arcade game. I played by using the XBOX 360 joypad, and it works perfectly.
After a brief initial acceleration, the circuits are designed for the cart's special abilities: Boost, charged Jump, Parachute, and
Wheelies. Collect all the gems along the way, and\/or aim for the best time!. I have tried my hardest to like this game. Its good
in concept, but the controls are astronomically bad. It would not be good on any platform. The controls sometimes stick, and im
pretty sure its not my mouse, cause it works at other times.. ENG:

Really good and fun Line Rider type of game, a testimonial! C:

FIN:

Todella hyv\u00e4 ja hauska Line Rider tyyppinen peli, suositteluni! C:. My character stopped spawning into the level. Should
have stayed no mobile, it just doesn'y work on PC.
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A fun little game that is a lot better sorted to iOS. But if its on sale give it a go.

http:\/\/dai.ly\/x1yqd9r

Check out my first play
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